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Abstract—The application of computer-aided learning as a
direct replacement for, as opposed to an adjunct to lecturing, is
still in its infancy in higher education. This paper examines some
of the reasons for its slow uptake and then describes a project to
develop courseware for a large proportion of the Electronic Engi-
neering syllabus within several United Kingdom higher education
institutions. The first modules to be completed cover the area of
Computer Engineering. We describe the philosophy and design
of this courseware, and then report a series of tests in which
the examination performance of students using it was compared
with that of control groups taught in traditional lectures. The
results clearly suggest that carefully designed courseware can
lead to a large reduction in teaching time, with no significant
difference in learning. We then describe the development of this
courseware into what is believed to be the first degree-level
Electrical Engineering course module to be replaced in its entirety
by computer-based self-teaching. We discuss the impact of this
development on the course structure, and show how the time
gained has been used for additional practical work and tutorial
support. Animated excerpts from this material are available by
anonymous FTP.

Index Terms—Computer-aided learning, course administrati-
on.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N recent years a great many computer-based packages
have entered the higher education curriculum. Many are

intended to augment a traditional lecture-based course in order
better to illustrate the principal theme of the syllabus, a
range of examples of relevance to the Electrical Engineering
disciplines being given in [1]. Particular examples of interest
in microprocessor teaching may be found in register level
simulators [2], and higher level simulators [3]. Other packages
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are directed at automated assessment, e.g. [4]. However, apart
from a few current experimental developments, e.g. [5] for
distance learning, these materials are not intended as a direct
and entire replacement for the lecturing.

Observers have drawn attention to the fact that the uptake
of these computer-based packages, even only as an adjunct
to an existing lecture course, is somewhat restricted in higher
education [6], [7]. As regards the more advanced activity in
which computer-based “courseware” replaces university lec-
turing completely, successful examples are rare [8]. Reasons
postulated include the lack of suitable courseware, lack of time
and staff to develop new material, and lack of financial and
administrative support to do so. Although these problems are
obviously soluble, a number of more fundamental doubts about
the desirability of this type of teaching have tended to deter
university staff from making the necessary commitment to it.

Let us examine some of the objections to the replacement
of lecturing by computerized self-teaching. The first concerns
its effectiveness as a teaching method. Do the students learn
as well from it as from traditional lectures? There is as
yet little objective evidence on this point. Related to this
is the fact that students in higher education are much less
tightly supervised than their high-school counterparts, and
a greater degree of self-discipline is therefore required of
them if self-teaching is to be a success. Is it reasonable
to expect sufficient commitment from them to make the
experiment work? Another issue derives from the high degree
of specialization of university-level courses, and the tight
integration of the several courses comprising a particular
degree. This tends to prevent the easy transfer of courseware
from one institution to another, and thereby exacerbates the
shortage of suitable material.

Against these objections, compelling reasons have been
suggested for experimenting with the development of a fully
computer-based course. A natural consequence of such a
development would be a reduction in staff lecturing time, but
there may also be a possibility of a reduction in the students’
learning time. If the new teaching technique were also as
effective as the lecturing that it replaced, then the time saved
by both staff and students could be redeployed for individual
tutorial contact. Under this hypothesis, the time required of
the lecturer would not change, but the nature of his contact
with the students would shift away from class teaching and
toward individuals or small groups. The total learning time
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required by the students may also remain unchanged, and
although they may find themselves in less overall contact with
the lecturer, they would have new opportunities for attention
which could be customized to their own needs. In other words,
the lecturer would become less involved with the delivery of
basic knowledge, and more with the facilitation and guidance
of learning.

In 1992, starting from a base in which almost no suitable
computer-based material was available, a collaborative project
was established between several United Kingdom Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science Departments with the
aim of developing courseware for a large proportion of the
identifiably common parts of the degree syllabus. In do-
ing so, we had an opportunity to investigate the questions
posed above. Standing midway between the creative arts and
natural sciences, engineering was a suitable discipline for
this experiment because of its reliance on large quantities
of diagrammatic information. Although it was not felt that
computer-aided learning could ever portray the creative design
concepts pervading any advanced engineering activity, it could
possibly express many of the fundamental techniques, ideas,
and principles characterising the early stages of a degree
education.

By 1994 the first piece of courseware was ready for use.
It was entitled “Computer Architecture,” and mounted on
PC/Windows systems. During the Spring term, 1994, it was
tested by dividing a class of Electrical Engineering students:
half doing the courseware and half coming to the equivalent
lectures. At the end of the trial, a short test was given to
the entire class to see if any difference could be observed
in the scores obtained by the two halves. A more detailed
analysis was then made, which took into account their overall
average for the year. Encouragingly, we found no statistically
significant difference between the performance of the two
halves, either at the end of the trial or at the end of the year.
There was thus no aspect in which the CAL could be said
to be worse than the lecturing. The remainder of this paper
describes the courseware itself, the experimental procedure,
and the results we obtained. We then describe the integration
of the Computer Architecture module, together with other new
material, into a self-taught Computer Engineering course, first
used during 1996–1997.

II. THE COURSEWARE

Within the engineering disciplines, a degree course typically
includes a series of specialized lecture modules of approxi-
mately one term’s duration. The modules exhibit a complex
pattern of interaction: some progressing sequentially, others
reinforcing concurrent modules, and others having an all-
pervading influence throughout the course. It is often a matter
of some difficulty for the lecturing staff of the department, as
they struggle to keep abreast of a rapidly changing subject, to
keep the modules within a coherent framework. The resulting
courses vary quite markedly between institutions, reflecting
the different perceptions of priorities at each.

From the outset then, it was unlikely that a single suite of
courseware could be appropriate for all degree courses in the
subject. It was also unlikely that sufficient variants could be

constructed to satisfy all the requirements, and owing to the
specialized nature of the development process it is not possible
for users to modify the material themselves (a restriction which
also, of course, pertains to the use of a textbook). The designers
of the courseware sought to bypass this problem by adopting
a strategy of very fine-grained modularity. The material would
be divided into very small modules, each corresponding to only
a few hours of lectures, which is very much smaller than the
one-term granularity of a lecture-based course. At this level of
resolution less difference is observed between the teaching at
separate institutions. Where a lecturer was satisfied that part
of his material was adequately covered by the courseware,
he would be able to substitute this for the lectures. Where his
own material differed from the courseware, he would continue
lecturing as before.

Although our primary objective was to provide an entire
suite of computer-based material, we were not unduly con-
cerned that a patchwork of lectures and courseware might
develop if that were how the lecturer wished to use it. Indeed,
in the event of the courseware being used exclusively we
would encourage the introduction of some variation by way of
practical work, tutorial contact, written exercises, or occasional
lectures on new peripheral topics. The aim was to counteract
the inherent dullness of sitting at a computer screen for long
periods by frequent changes of activity. We were somewhat
anxious about this point because of the minimal supervision
of the students, and the high probability that, left completely
unsupervised, the less well-motivated may be tempted to hurry
through the computer-based material with little attention.

Thus the syllabus was divided into themes, and each theme
into a set of modules. The first theme to be addressed covered
the area of digital electronics. This was divided into 17
modules, of which the first to be completed comprised a basic
introduction to the operation of a CPU. Entitled “Computer
Architecture,” the module comprised 90 min of material cor-
responding to 4 h of lectures, and was used as an experiment
to evaluate the effectiveness of this type of teaching.

The material we were dealing with was detailed and factual
in nature, and not intuitively appealing to many students. A
number of techniques which had been successfully employed
in the original lecture course were also used in the courseware
to maximize the chances that the latter would work success-
fully with minimal supervision. One important factor was the
use of varying styles of reasoning. An inductive approach
was commonly used in the earlier stages of an explanation.
Here, we proceeded by prompting the student to recall some
well-understood fact, then drew an obvious conclusion about
the principle we were trying to illustrate. Often we used an
explicit question-and-answer format in consecutive frames, for
example:

Question: What does a computer do?
Answer: It inputs information, stores it internally, pro-

cesses it, then outputs the results.
Conclusion: So a computer must have four blocks of elec-

tronic circuitry: to input, store, process, and
output the information, respectively. They must
be connected so as to be able to pass information
to each other.
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Fig. 1. How instructions are executed.

This leads directly to the basic model of a computer system
comprising input, memory, arithmetic unit, and output; a
model which is used to inculcate the concept of processing
throughout the early part of this module. It is accompanied
by animated displays in which the concept of a machine
instruction is introduced naturally by showing data moving
around the system in response to simple high-level-language
commands. The student is then prompted to realize that the
machine instructions themselves must have some physical
embodiment, and from this is developed the idea of the
fetch–execute cycle, control unit, and attendant hardware items
such as the instruction register and program counter.

As the complexity increases, a more tutorial style is used to
present the less intuitive aspects; for example, the student is
directly told how the hardware units are organized internally.
In any case, a deliberate attempt is made to juxtapose contrast-
ing styles of presentation, another commonly used technique
being an example-driven format.

High degrees of animation and interaction are of crucial
importance to the presentation. Animation is a particularly
valuable technique when it illustrates a point which cannot
effectively be described with a static lecture slide. Interaction
is used throughout to maintain the students’ interest and to
act as a check on too rapid progression through the material
without proper understanding. An example is shown in Fig. 1.
Here the student is asked to point to the electrical signals

which will be activated as a particular instruction is executed.
When the correct signals are identified, the student is rewarded
with a moving display of the execution of this instruction.
A development package, Authorware Professional [9], was
specially chosen for its well-developed animation facilities.
It offers precise control over visual composition, timing, and
trajectories of moving objects, and allows flowchart-based
sequencing controlled by accurate positioning of the on-screen
cursor via the mouse.

By superimposing the factual material on an undercurrent
of continuously changing pace, presentation, and activity, we
hoped to maintain the students’ interest throughout a computer
session as well as we would in a lecture. In the next section
we describe how we put our objectives to the test.

III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Broadly speaking, we have set out to answer the following
six questions.

1) Do students learn as well from the courseware as from
the lectures?

2) If so, then how much time is saved by the lecturer and
by the students?

3) Does the courseware have ancillary implementation re-
quirements (supervision, etc.)?

4) Do the students find the work interesting?
5) How much development time is required?
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6) How can the course be redesigned around the course-
ware in order to use the time gained in 2) to the best
advantage?

To address the first four issues, we ran a trial of the course-
ware with a set of specialist Electronic Engineering first-year
undergraduates, doing Computer Engineering as a compulsory
subject. The course consisted of 13 h of lectures, covering
the areas of Number Systems, Computer Architecture, and
Assembly Language Programming. The entire class came to
the lectures on Number Systems. For Computer Architecture,
however, the class was divided into two halves by random
allocation. One half spent 90 min (in separate 60- and 30-min
sessions) doing the self-learning work, and the other continued
to attend the lectures, which for this component amounted to
four 1-h sessions. It was emphasized to the students that this
part of the course would not be the subject of any official
examination, although it did serve as a background to later
parts of the course which would be assessed. It was promised
that if large discrepancies appeared between the two halves,
remedial teaching would be offered to the disadvantaged
group.

Afterwards, a short multiple-choice test on the Computer
Architecture material was given to the entire group. The
test was used to determine whether any significant difference
could be observed between the results obtained from the two
teaching methods. We also thought it useful to a limited extent
to canvass the students’ opinions, and while we did not find it
acceptable to ask for their judgement on the quality or content
of the material, we did seek their views on the preferred style
of presentation. From attendance records we also calculated the
average time spent in each of the two teaching methods. The
latter are simply the times that the students were present either
using CAL or attending lectures, and since there were no other
materials, for example, notes, available to the students outside
that time, it represents a measure of the different delivery times
of the teaching.

The two halves of the class were then reunited, and teaching
continued in the lecture theater with the next stage of the Com-
puter Engineering course, covering Assembly Language. This
was accompanied by intensive practical work in the micropro-
cessor programming laboratory. The students’ comprehension
of the entire Computer Engineering course was later examined
by way of an assignment which involved writing an Assembly
Language program to solve a simple problem. The Computer
Architecture work served as an essential background to this
assignment, while not being directly the subject of it. We have
again used these marks to look for a significant difference
between the two groups. The analysis in this case also took into
account each student’s overall end-of-year average, in order to
eliminate the effects of any differences in basic ability.

IV. RESULTS

We begin with the results of the multiple-choice test taken
immediately after the end of the courseware sessions. Table I
shows the results for each teaching method. Column 2 gives
the number of students involved; column 3 the mean score
obtained out of a total mark of 20; column 4 the standard

TABLE I
1993–1994 MULTIPLE-CHOICE TEST RESULTS

error of the mean; and column 5 the time spent in hours.
Column 6 gives the result of a Student’s-test [10], testing the
hypothesis that the results for each teaching method come from
the same population, i.e., that there is no difference between
the effectiveness of the two methods in producing examination
scores. This result is expressed as a “probability value.”
values below are taken to indicate a reasonable degree
of certainty that there is a significant fundamental difference
between the two teaching methods. A value above
indicates that such difference as was observed could easily
have occurred by chance, and that there is therefore no reason
to suspect an underlying significant difference. The ratio of
times spent by the students, hours, is .

The end-of-year results are as shown in Table II. One
outlier was eliminated from each group. The table shows the
final Computer Engineering mark, and the overall end-of-year
average excluding Computer Engineering. It is evident from
the results that a) the marks for Computer Engineering were
higher than the overall averages and b) the overall averages for
the students doing CAL were less than of those coming to the
lectures. This implies that the CAL group was intrinsically
weaker than the lecture group, and that it is therefore not
safe to make a direct comparison between the Computer
Engineering marks of the two groups. A final set of results
was therefore calculated, based, for each teaching method, on
the difference between each student’s Computer Engineering
mark and his or her overall end-of-year average excluding
Computer Engineering. It is reasonable to expect that if the
CAL and lecturing were equally effective teaching methods,
then no significant difference would be observed between these
two distributions; this, in effect, correcting the results for
differences in basic ability.

In the survey of students’ opinions, a majority of 80%
expressed a preference for a mixture of lectures and CAL,
with 63% preferring a predominance of CAL. 84% would have
liked printed backup material, but only 26% wanted people at
the courseware sessions to answer questions. Asked whether
they found the work boring, 70% said no, 20% slightly, and
10% yes. 45% described the work as easy. When invited to
suggest any additional features apart from printed backup,
most respondents asked for more interaction and self-check
exercises.

It must be mentioned that a previous trial of the courseware
was carried out under less well-controlled conditions in which
the students were allowed to do the courseware in their own
time with no record kept of their attendance. Analysis of
the multiple-choice test in this case yielded a value of

, indicating a highly significant difference between the
performance of the two groups, and led us to impose a certain
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TABLE II
1993–1994 END-OF-YEAR EXAMINATION RESULTS

amount of external discipline (attendance rota and register
check by a lab. assistant) in the trial reported here. We will
comment further on this point in Section V.

The time spent developing the courseware (point 5 in
Section III) is an important factor. However, the time required
to produce this first module, which amounted to several man-
years, is by no means representative of the time needed for
subsequent modules. A great deal of learning, experimentation,
and groundwork had to be done over several participating
institutions, and several versions of the material were produced
before it was deemed to be satisfactory.

V. INTERMEDIATE DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We begin with the results of the multiple-choice test taken
immediately after the courseware sessions, as shown in Table
I. It is evident from the high value derived from the-
test that there is no significant difference between the exam
scores produced by the two teaching methods, which gives
some grounds for optimism that carefully designed courseware
can indeed be an effective replacement for lecturing.

Turning to the end-of-year results in Table II, we first
observed that the students doing the CAL were weaker overall
than those coming to the lectures. We therefore calculated, for
each teaching method, a distribution of the difference between
each student’s Computer Engineering mark and his or her
overall average. We then calculated the probability value of
a significant difference between these two distributions. It is
evident from this value that once again there is no reason
to suppose that the two teaching methods are significantly
different. It must, of course, be pointed out that if a similar
difference were observed with a larger sample, it would
become significant. However, it is at least encouraging that
such difference as was observed was in favor of the students
doing the CAL. The Computer Engineering marks of the latter
were 6.9% higher than their overall marks, whereas those of
the students who came to the lectures were only 2.8% higher.

There were two problems associated with this trial. First,
the students were aware of its objectives, and of the fact
that each group received different teaching. Second, it was
not possible to prevent contact between individual groups
in order to preserve independence. Both of these factors
could have influenced the outcome, but it would have been
difficult to devise a trial in which samples from the same
population could have been isolated. For example, if we had
arranged for two separate institutions to run the trial, each
group would still probably have been aware of the objectives,
and samples of the performance of each group would have
been incomparable because of different admission policies at
the two sites. However, it is our view that neither of these

problems would have been likely to affect the outcome to any
significant extent.

One very striking point is the large reduction in teaching
time. The 4 h of lecturer’s time were eliminated completely,
and that of the students reduced by a factor of about. It is
possibly in this area that CAL will most prove its worth.

Our policy of mixing CAL and lecturing seems to have
struck the right note with the students. We appear to have
been successful in maintaining their interest, and they seem to
have been able to work independently, although a check on
attendance was certainly necessary. The students’ perception
of this computer-based material seems to have been a little
more optimistic than has been indicated by some previous
studies, for example [6], but the fact that our experiment was
not so successful when the students were allowed to work
in their own time is a striking analogy with the latter authors’
finding that the students need to be compelled to use the system
and are unlikely to do so voluntarily.

However, the matter of how extensively this type of teaching
material can be deployed before the students begin to lose
interest is very much open to question. Our survey indicated
that they would prefer a predominance of courseware, but there
must be some doubt as to whether this preference would be
maintained once the “novelty value” had worn off. Related to
this is the final issue mentioned in Section III: the question
of how best to redesign the course around the new computer-
based material. The following section describes a new program
to test this point further.

VI. FURTHER COURSEWARE

Given the apparent success of the 1994 trial, our entire
Computer Engineering course has been redesigned around
three CAL modules. Work started on the two new modules,
“Number Systems” and “68000 Assembly Language Program-
ming” in 1996.

It is clear from the trial results that the students appreciate
variety in presentational style and activity, and particular
emphasis is placed on this aspect in the overall design. More
attention has been given, for example, to the inclusion of self-
check sequences, an example of which is shown in Fig. 2 from
the module on Number Systems.

The students’ preference for interaction was addressed in
a different way in the Assembly Language module. This is
associated with several hours of practical work on M68000
development systems with a debugging monitor. In many
Computer Science courses, this work is now done using a
simulator such as those described in the references. Consid-
eration was given to interfacing the courseware with one of
these simulators, which would have eliminated some hours of
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Fig. 2. Hexadecimal arithmetic.

Fig. 3. The stack.

familiarization time and a great deal of hardware. However,
we chose to maintain the use of the real hardware because
the courseware is also being used by Electrical Engineering
students, who require a practical knowledge of microprocessor
development systems in later years. Since this practical work is
entirely interactive, a balance was maintained by making the
associated courseware more tutorial in nature. This module,

like the lecture course from which it was derived, is also
dependent on book work. It teaches by example only, and
detailed information about the operation of each instruction
has to be obtained by the students directly from reference
texts during the practical sessions.

An example from this module is given in Fig. 3. Like Fig. 1,
this demonstrates the use of an animated sequence to illustrate
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TABLE III
END-OF-YEAR EXAMINATION RESULTS IN OTHER YEARS

TABLE IV
CONTENT OF LECTURE VERSUS CAL-BASED COURSES

a point which is difficult to explain in a lecture, in this case
the mechanization of a series of nested subroutine calls and
returns. Each involves the saving and restoring of a return
address via the stack, with the stack pointer being adjusted
at each operation. Fuller, animated examples are available by
reference to the FTP site mentioned in the first footnote to
this paper.

A course book accompanying each module includes more
detailed technical information and further written and practical
work. It deliberately does not include more obvious content
such as a statement of the objectives or a summary of key
points. Despite the students’ preference for printed literature,
we have some doubts about the value of such repetitious
material, as we do not see any difference in principle between
asking the students to take notes as they use the courseware
and their doing so at a lecture.

The two new courseware modules were written much more
quickly than the first one. Much of the underlying framework
could be reused, and experience in devising appropriate subject
matter proved invaluable in expediting rapid development.
The two modules together required about nine man-months
of work.

VII. EXPERIENCE OFUSE AND DISCUSSION

During the 1994–1995 academic year, the entire Computer
Engineering class used the Computer Architecture module; the
remaining parts of the course, Number Systems and 68000
Assembly Language, having been taught by lecture. During
1995–1996 the Assembly Language module was used for
the first time, and during 1996–1997 the Number Systems
module was also added. The end-of-year results for these
three years, shown as the difference between each student’s

Computer Engineering mark and overall average excluding
Computer Engineering, are summarized in Table III. Included
for comparison is the result for 1992–1993, which was taught
entirely by lecture, so that Tables II and III together give a
picture of developments over the last five years. One outlier
was eliminated from the 1995–1996 group and five (who were
the subject of special circumstances) from 1992 to 1993. Any
test for significant differences among these results would be of
little validity here, as each year was necessarily given different
assignment questions, and a major change in examination
regulations in 1994–1995 relaxed the requirement to pass this
subject at the first attempt. With the exception of this year, it
is clear that there is a broad consistency over the five years,
with the marks for all years being within a few percent of the
average.

At the time of writing (Spring 1998) the three modules are
being used together for the second year. Although some of
these individual courseware modules are now also entering
service as adjuncts to lecture-based courses in many U.K.
universities, this is, so far as we know, the first Electrical
Engineering degree-level module in which the basic lecturing
content has been entirely replaced by CAL activity. The
old and new style course contents are summarized in Table
IV. It is evident from the table that 13 h of lecturing time
have been eliminated, and replaced by 6 h of courseware.
We have used some of this saving to introduce one or two
subsidiary lecture topics, for example, on programming style,
which were not included previously. The aim was to meet
the students’ preference for at least the occasional traditional
lecture throughout the course, and it also has the advantage
that the lecturer is allowed to concentrate on more abstract
concepts while the students deal with basic matters themselves.
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However, the main use to which the extra time has been
put is the introduction of many more practical sessions, in
which the lecturer can interact at a personal tutorial level with
small groups of students. The weaker students gain additional
remedial support, and the stronger, well-motivated ones can
be introduced to more advanced ideas which would not be
appropriate to the general level of the class. The lecturer is
thereby relieved of the role of knowledge provider, and in
the time saved can fulfil the far more effective role of guide.
This, incidentally, seems very reminiscent of the ancient order
of university teaching, rarely seen in technical subjects and
uncommon elsewhere, but which may now be about to make
a welcome return.
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